The Logic of Exclusion and Its Beliefs
The question of faith has many forms. Now, towards the end of this decade and this century, the daily battering question is whether common folk can any longer believe in a society and its leaders when they are progressively excluded from its privileges and protections. Luther's concern and his mission, some would say, was to give religion back to the people. The concern now is that increasing numbers of people are becoming rapidly dispossessed of the basic economic and social requirements for health, dignity, and even for life. An elite minority, possessing, and possessed by, enormous wealth and power -and rightly called the new masters of the world (2) -have forgotten, or totally rejected, the notion that an economy is for the sake of a society, and a society is for the sake of the people, and not the other way around.
The times in which we live demand that we grasp, see through, and reverse the logic of exclusion and the beliefs upon which it thrives. One of those beliefs is that economic changes, like climatic change and the catastrophes it can cause, have no human causes, are resistant to human responsibility and action, and have to be suffered, not opposed (3) . A second such belief is that markets deserve our faith and our obedience. The third and related belief is that politics should be ruled by economics, economics should be ruled by finance, and finance should be controlled by those who master information technology, a relatively elite minority, who largely escape any control by those who have been elected to protect and foster the common good (4).
The Logic of Exclusion: How It Works
The logic of exclusion has a goal, certain prerequisites and a strategy.
The goal is to maximize wealth and power and to centralize that maximization in the hands of the relatively few. This achievement cannot be attained or maintained without the support of what J.K. Galbraith called a contented majority and a functional underclass. This majority rules under a guise of democracy in which the less fortunate do not even participate. That democracy, the democracy of the contented and the comfortable, requires the social exclusion of many others. The underclass of those who participate, not in comfort and contentment but in deprivation, is functional because the modern economy, the market system, requires a mass of unskilled, willing, and inexpensive labor (5) . So, the existence of a contented majority and a permanent underclass are prerequisites for attaining and maintaining the goal of the logic of exclusion.
Attainment of that goal, however, now calls forth a quite new and very single-minded, even ruthless, strategy, combining innovations such as lean production, reengineering, and outsourcing.
A key outcome of each of these methods of reorganizing labor in both the manufacturing and service industries is a major and continuing decrease in the number of workers, including skilled workers, needed to maximize production, wealth and power (6) .
The logic of exclusion is now creating a substantial class of the unemployed and unemploy-• • able, a breadth of exclusion that surpasses that suffered by Galbraith's functional underclass. But the logic of exclusion is relentless. It is now threatening to drive those excluded from work one step further away from the circle of society by suggesting that the dismantling of welfare is the way to master national deficits and debt (3) . Now, what does all this have to do with palliative care?
A Thesis on Palliative Care and Its Logic of Humanity
The trends in economic and social policy, now dominating this decade and the end of this century, demand that we take up and think through again an idea introduced in earlier pages of this Journal. The idea was about the ethic within which palliative care operates. There is, of course, no ethic possible without an ethos, without a set of steering beliefs about how human beings should live and die. That ethos and that ethic within, with which palliative care operates, must answer two basic questions. First, who are the strangers whom we can leave to their own wits and devices as they face catastrophe, suffering, and eventually death? Second, who are those, who are so much our very own, that we are deeply perturbed in our own contentment and diminished in our own dignity, when they, whose condition screams out for help, are left alone (7) ?
At this point we arrive at a thesis, the first of a series still to be developed. The thesis is that palliative care is based on a logic of humanity. That logic is all-exclusive in the answer it gives to the first and all-inclusive in its answer to the second of the two questions just raised above. Within the logic of humanity, there are no strangers to us among those who suffer, be it from poverty, social discrimination and marginalization, illness, or impending death. Within the logic of humanity, all who suffer are very much our own. When they are diminished, we are diminished, because the logic of humanity is the logic of unconditional solidarity.
This thesis cuts into the real world. It has implications and consequences.
A first implication is that palliative care, with its vision, its logic, and its mission, is on a direct collision course with that elite minority who today shape social, economic, and health care policy according to a logic of exclusion.
A second implication is that those working within palliative care, and those striving for the extension of care and compassion to all who suffer, should not be surprised if they are opposed; they should not be surprised if they have to struggle for the funding and political support needed for their work.
A third implication is that we may well see the scope of palliative care stretched to its limits and beyond in proportion to the successes of the logic of exclusion. Palliative care is for the relief of pain and suffering of the body, mind, and spirit. But is it only the gravely ill and dying who suffer, and is it they who necessarily suffer most? In a culture of contentment we might be excused for thinking so. In a culture of exclusion we may well have to reverse that thought, as we come face-to-face with the tragic possibility that the suffering of the living can parallel and even surpass the suffering of the dying.
The immediate consequence of the thesis is that we must check and block each and every further advance of the logic of exclusion against the sick and the dying. That logic, of course, is already there at work in that many who die now, die miserably. So the second consequence of the thesis is the imperative to roll back the logic of exclusion where it is already wreaking its havoc. The third consequence is for the long term. It calls for an extension of the logic of humanity to areas beyond palliative care for the dying, out through the entire system of health care, and beyond that out into the dark margins of community where so many live without work, without food, without hope, without identity, without reason to live. For the truth of the matter is not only the oft-repeated idea, "as people live, so they die". It is just as true, though less often heard, that the way people die foreshadows how others in society will have to live.
